Temperature monitoring of ultrasonically heated muscle with RARE chemical shift imaging.
The ability to monitor tissue temperature in ultrasonically heated rabbit muscle is demonstrated using a chemical shift imaging approach based on the rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) fast imaging method [Hennig et al., Magn. Reson. Med. 3, 823-833 (1986)] applied in a line scan format. A three echo sequence with a 16 Hz spectral resolution with 64 ms echo readouts and 78 ms echo spacings is shown capable of measuring relevantly small water frequency shifts in phantoms. Applied to the in vivo model of ultrasonically heated rabbit muscle, water resonance frequencies at the ultrasonic focal point were found to be linearly related to temperature with a slope of -0.007 +/- 0.001 ppm/degree C (N = 6 studies). Measurements of the frequency shift in unheated tissue located away from the ultrasonically heated tissue varied by approximately 0.011 ppm over the course of the experiments, leading to an estimated temperature accuracy of +/- 1.6 degrees C in vivo.